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Overview
The ability to modify content transferred between two hosts using Man In The Middle (MITM) attacks is a well
known network attack vector and is frequently used for sniffing network traffic or modifying traffic in transit.
This attack is limited to conversations initiated by the client, leaving an attacker only able to view content that
the target is accessing. This paper discusses a method to extend access to network resources by combining
network attacks and browser based attacks to leverage the browser to extend an attacker’s access to network
resources.

What is Man In The Middle?
Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) is class of attack that allows the attacker to insert themselves into the middle of a
communication stream between two or more parties. This attack can leverage a number of different
technologies in order to accomplish this task, including ARP, DNS, DHCP, 802.11, and even WAN protocols such
as BGP. Man-In-The-Middle attacks often lead to greater compromise, since the a successful attempt gives an
attacker access to privileged traffic – a concern indeed in cases where encryption is absent.
One of the most common methods, known as Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Poisoning, uses spoofed ARP
packets to maliciously make changes to victim systems’ ARP Cache. The ARP Cache maintains a Machine
Address Code (MAC) address to IP mapping. By informing another local device, such as the default gateway,
that the attacker’s MAC is now hosting the client’s IP address, and then in turn telling a local client that the
gateway IP address is now being served by the attacker, both client and gateway will send traffic destined for
each other to the target system.
With the traffic flowing through the attacker’s system, traffic can be inspected and often manipulated. This type
of attack can be used to steal credentials or other information via unencrypted channels. This is not a a new
attack: tools such as sslstrip have been leveraged in the past to downgrade SSL requests in order to sniff and
manipulate traffic that would typically be SSL encrypted. Indeed, ARP Poisoning is almost as old as the Ethernet
switch, which as a side benefit acted as a deterrent to sniffing traffic that would have otherwise been broadcast
by a hub.
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Figure 1. ARP Poisoning MITM attack

What is the Browser Exploitation Framework?
The Browser Exploitation Framework (BeEF) is a penetration testing tool written in Ruby and designed to both
showcase browser weaknesses as well as perform attacks both on and through the web browser. BeEF consists
of a server application that manages the connected clients, known as “zombies”, and JavaScript “hooks” which
run in the browser of target hosts.
Traditionally, the JavaScript hook is injected by the attacker into HTML code either through an attack such as
Cross Site Scripting (XSS) or SQL Injection. Once the hook is processed by the browser, it beacons back home
to the BeEF server, and will process JavaScript based commands sent from the BeEF server to the client.
The commands sent to the browser are triggered through modules running within the BeEF server. These
modules send commands that do everything from fingerprinting browsers and plug-ins to allowing the attacker
to proxy web traffic through the browser. Additional modules exist to perform tasks such as network scanning,
browser keystroke logging, and cross protocol exploitation where HTTP requests can be sent to non-HTTP
services with exploit payloads that will execute and return shells back to an attacker.
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Current challenges with MITM
In addition to the common methods by which BeEF hooks are attached to browsers, this paper focuses on a
third, less common approach: injecting the hook into a web page through MITM.
Current MITM tools are limited in their ability to influence traffic dynamically. Most tools that perform traffic
modification do so either through filters, which will perform static transformations on packets, or through plugins that use task-specific code to perform those transformations. This limits the ability of an attacker to
dynamically manipulate the packets that are traversing their own machine.
If a new task is desired, then a different plugin must be run, or a different filter must be created to perform a
new transformation. In addition, the MITM tools are not state aware and as such, it’s difficult to create rules
that will only transform packets once or at regular intervals. For that level of functionality, custom code must be
written.
The two most popular tools for ARP Spoofing are Ettercap and Cain and Abel. Ettercap is a multi-platform tool
that utilizes two popular UNIX network libraries, libpcap and libnet, to interface with the network. Packet
manipulation can occur in two ways, the first being through plug-ins written in C and compiled into a shared
object that can be dynamically loaded at run-time. The second method is to create a filter through the built-in
scripting language that then must be compiled into an Ettercap filter for usage at execution time. In order to
modify filter functionality it must be modified and then recompiled.
Cain and Abel is a Windows tool suite that allows for sniffing traffic through MITM and then cracking the
captured credentials. While Cain and Able will capture dozens of types of credentials, it does not have the
ability to create filters or modify traffic, and as such, unless credentials are sent through the intercepted traffic,
it has limited ability to coerce systems into disclosing credentials for other services.
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Figure 2. ARP Poisoning with Cain & Abel

The key to overcoming these problems is the ability to inject a dynamic element through the MITM attack. This
will allow the attacker to both execute multiple secondary attacks selectively, as well as coercing web and
network elements into disclosing credentials that have been browser cached.
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Combining Network and Browser Attacks
As network applications move to web applications, the amount of information accessed by the browser is
increasing. In corporate environments, the browser is even a more powerful asset as it has access to Windows
Integrated Authentication credentials. By leveraging the browser functionality, an attacker can fingerprint
resources to increase the likelihood that attacks will go un-noticed and take advantage of the powerful AJAX and
HTML5 functionality, which in turn facilitates more sophisticated browser based attacks. To begin to leverage
this functionality, an attacker must first hook the browser.

Introducing Shank
Shank is a Ruby based MITM tool that integrates tightly with BeEF in order to maximize the value of MITM
attacks. Using PacketFu modules, Shank has the ability to target both systems that are currently on the
broadcast network as well as new hosts that come online during poisoning. By interacting with BeEF to
determine if a browser is currently hooked, Shank is able to selectively inject a hook into non-hooked resources.
This decreases the chance that the browser manipulation will be obvious to the user browsing sites, and also
prevents the BeEF server from processing duplicate hooks.
Shank has the ability to communicate to the BeEF REST API in order to dynamically retrieve the list of hooked
browsers. By periodically repopulating that list, Shank can determine which hosts it should target for injection.
Once a host has been targeted for injection, HTTP sessions are inspected and encoding is downgraded to
ensure that content encoding such as gzip will not be present. This allows Shank to insert data into packets
without having to gather multiple packets at a time, increasing speed and precision.
With the encoding downgraded, Shank targets HTML tags that indicate suitable insertion points for a BeEF hook.
Shank searches for HEAD, BODY, and IMG tags to indicate that the page is designed to be viewed within a
browser and then inserts a SCRIPT tag reference containing the URL to the BeEF JavaScript hook. The BeEF
hook as well as the inserted code is designed to minimize the visual impact of the website in order to hide the
presence of the hook and maintain control over the browser as long as possible.
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Managing Browsers with BeEF
Once the JavaScript code is processed by a browser, a beacon is started between the browser and the BeEF
server using the BeEF hook. When the initial BeEF hook is established, some basic information about the
browser is gathered and BeEF stores this information in the local database. The browser is then added to the
list of “Zombies”, or controlled browsers. BeEF then maintains these hooks and waits for the attacker to send
modules to individual Zombies.
This method works well for a small handful of Zombies. However, with larger numbers of Zombies, manually
running desired modules against each one becomes tedious. The REST API of BeEF has come to the rescue to
allow these Zombies to be managed automatically. BeEF only allows a single auto-run module to be set,
reducing the ability of an attacker to create a series of modules that will run on new Zombies. Using the REST
API, it is possible to create an autorun script that will be able to launch a series of modules against new
Zombies.
Using the autorun script, the attacker can do multiple profiling steps and information gathering attacks on
browsers as they initially become Zombies. Polling BeEF through the REST interface, as a new Zombie comes
online, a chain of modules is run against a browser to determine plug-ins installed, current page, and then a
number of hidden iframes are launched for additional information gathering through other tools. This includes
using Metasploit to capture Windows Integrated Authentication credentials and potentially targeting specific
browsers for Metasploit browser based exploits.

Figure 3. Attack Workflow

As this logic is all done using Ruby, automatic targeting can happen using common Java and other plug-in
exploits to ensure that only browsers that may be vulnerable will be targeted. Based on the website visited,
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additional plug-ins can be targeted for browser keystroke logging, submission target rewrites, or other types of
attacks aimed at stealing credentials.
Once it is known what sites and credentials a browser has, it becomes a target for additional types of attacks.
BeEF allows an attacker to use a Zombie as a proxy host. Once the host has been chosen, it can be used to
fingerprint other systems using the integrated credentials within the browser. By chaining other tools such as
Burp or ZAP proxy, scanning can be done of intranet sites that would normally require authentication. A
browser can also be pointed directly at the proxy and internal files retrieved, or protected internal systems
accessed by an attacker.
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Prevention
The proof of concept presented here is meant to illustrate the extent of access that an attacker can gain via
browser hooks. Browser attacks are generally thought of as having server ramifications only. XSS and session
stealing all have a negative impact on the user, but the attack domain is actually focused on the server being
connected to, and is limited to that site. In addition, these types of attacks usually require some form of social
engineering to be successful. XSS requires a user to click on a link, as do many types of malicious browser
payloads.
The combination of BeEF, which proves that browser-based attacks can persist beyond a single domain, and
Shank, which eliminates the need for user intervention in order to compromise browsers, proves that this is an
area that requires additional scrutiny.
SSL and other encryption methods such as VPN and other IPSec implementations such as DirectAccess have the
capability to prevent this type of attack, if used consistently. As was the case with SSLStrip, this latest version of
the MITM browser attack further demonstrates that the HTTPS URI should be used exclusively wherever
possible. Sites that employ plaintext HTTP on any page, even pre-authentication, are subject to this type of
attack vector and steps should be taken to protect users from this type of activity.
It is the hope of the authors that this tool is used by penetration testers to further demonstrate this attack
method and can clearly demonstrate the importance of whole-site data encryption.
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Conclusion
By utilizing a Man-In-The-Middle tool such as Shank alongside BeEF, an attacker can leverage web browsers on
the local network to perform more complicated attacks. This technique can be used to gather Windows Domain
credentials, capture browser keystrokes, and act as a proxy that an attacker can go through for attacking
websites where a target has authenticated. This technique greatly extends an attacker’s ability to manipulate
traffic through MITM techniques -- from viewing and changing websites the target is browsing, to allowing an
attacker to request web pages through the target, on the target’s behalf.
Through the optimizations described in this paper and demonstrated by the accompanying proof-of-concept
tools, managing larger numbers of Zombies becomes more practical, and the ability to rapidly profile large
groups of hosts also becomes possible. These tools are all using Ruby with readily available modules, making
these open source tools accessible for penetration testers and security researchers to demonstrate the
cumulative impact of browser and network vulnerabilities.
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